
The VOYZX Story

     The VOYZX Fine Art Project was founded in 2017 by Vladimir 
Kolosov – a multi-educated artist. Since early childhood Vladimir has 
been closely connected with music, fi ne arts, and later mathematics 
and business and all it became an integral part of his life. The idea of 
creating an art gallery specialized on contemporary surrealism and 
some other related styles was born shortly after his moving to Can-
ada in 2006 - when Vladimir became acquainted more deeply with 
the culture and traditions of the West Coast. The unique nature and 
cultural heritage of the West Coast had always attracted surrealists 
such as Andre Breton, Max Ernst, Wolfgang Paalen, Man Ray, and 
others. The West Coast was also the birthplace of the West Coast 
Surrealist Group (WCSG), which was active in 70’s and 80’s. Some 
of its former members, including the founder of the WCSG - Robert 
Davidson, have joined the VOYZX Fine Art Project.

     However, over time, the idea of a traditional gallery has undergone 
many transformations. It took almost a decade of research, analysis, 
and development of the most optimal model for the organization;  and 
the result - VOYZX Fine Art Project was created , fl exible, sustain-
able, and effi cient platform that can promote ideas and concepts of 
Contemporary Art related to selected styles locally as well as globally.  
Vladimir’s dream is to create a hub dedicated to the Contemporary Art 
rooted from these selected styles. A hub that will attract artists working 
in these styles and its collectors to Vancouver, B.C.

     It is important to mention also the role of late Barry Gordon, a prom-
inent surrealist from California. He had been a like-minded friend and 
colleague to Vladimir and has helped in shaping the vision of VOYZX 
up until he passed away in January 2020. Barry was the former owner 
of an art gallery in Beverly Hills, CA, and came in contact with Vladimir 
after Vladimir’s presentation of Canadian Surrealism in San Diego in 
2015. Despite having never met in person, the two artists frequently 
discussed the concept of VOYZX and its future.

     Step by step Vladimir’s dream is coming true. The VOYZX Fine Art 
Project works with living artists at different stages of their career, all of 
whom demonstrate extraordinary vision and original ideas.




